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Trees and Shrubs on the Golf Course
The rapid development of our cities, towns and road systems and even some modern trends
in farming practice all take a toll of our tree population. This fact has lead to an increased
interest in tree preservation and the importance of tending and planting trees is becoming more
appreciated. Trees help considerably in making man' s general environment more enjoyable and
fo rtunately this point is recognised by members of golf clubs.
On the golf course, trees and shrubs not only help beautify the land but they provide shelter,
privacy and colour. Careful siting of trees or ever. one specimen tree can "make a hole" either by
influencing the line of play- through its mere physical presence on the fairway or by influencing
judgement of distance or direction. The golf course pr ovides almost unlimited possibilities for
the use of trees and shrubs and it is unfortunate that unwise planting sometimes results in
hindrance to play and/ or at least partial failure of the ne w trees. This is largely due to:1. Lack of knowledge on the most suitable type of tree for the land.
2. Inadequate thought on the planting scheme.
3. Inadequate care with planting.
4. Inadequate after-care.
The following general points should therefore pr ove of some value.
Greens and Tees
Trees to be grown near greens/ tees should possess characteristics which will have the
minimum adverse effect on the health of the grass sward. Species which are deep rooted, allow
some light penetration due to lightness of foliage , whic h a re strongly branched and relatively
free from insect pests and disease should be favoured. No tree posesses all these requirements
and careful selection is necessary to obtain those best suited. At the same time some species
which do not fulfill the above requirements, say beca use of the dense shade caused by their thick
foli age, might be used if correctly positioned bearing in mind the sun's path.
Height of the trees is of no great consequence providing it is borne in mind when planting that
the outer limit of the matured tree's foliage should not be within 15 ft. of the edge of the green or
tee. This might necessitate planting such species as Birch some 25-30 ft. from the green but this
is more desirable than having to lop branches back and contend with roots of more closely
planted trees as they develop. Tall growing trees i.e. those which reach a height of say 35-45 ft.
should be planted furthest away from the greens / tees and dense planting should be avoided
around the south east to south west sides. Such planting restricts air circulation, causes
excessive shade and leads to green-keeping problems. The use of shrubs near greens is debatable
alt hough discriminate planting can be very effective without hindering play. Good backgrounds
can be produced with such low growing species as Gorse, Broom a nd Rhododendron. These are
best used sparingly behind well defined greens where approach play is easily controlled. In such
situations the shrubs are ornamental without forming a hazard.
Fairways

Only limited tree planting within fairways is desirable as here the trees should be
strategically placed to help dictate the line of play and yet provide a fair hazard. Such trees could
be regarded as specimens and should be picturesque and symetrical. Deep rooted species which
are high branched should be preferred because they have the minimum adverse effect on the turf
and do not hinder a player's swing or impede maintenance work.
As leaf fall in the autumn can be a nuisance, species with smaller crisp leaves that blow
easily in the wind e.g. Oak, Birch and in some situations Beech should be preferred to trees with
larger leaves e.g. Sycamore and Poplar. Some conifers can be used such as Larch and Pine as
heir needles cause little trouble.
Shrubs within fairways are not advised as generally their formation does not enable them to
provide a fair hazard.
Rough
Almost any type of tree can be used in the rough though species should be chosen bearing in
mind type of land and its locality. The tree planting in most cases should not cover too great an
area of land. Small carefully shaped plantations and coppices should be preferred to large woods
or tree belts which could hinder air circulation. On the fairway fringe of any tree plantation it is
desirable to use smaller growing lightly leaved species and planting should not be too dense.
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In some situations shrubs can be used to add colour and bottom cover to tree areas but they
should not be situated where they would provide an unfair hazard. Generally speaking small
groups or short bands of shrubs discriminately placed should be preferred to continuous bands
all along the edge of the plantation.

Planting and After Care
If good quality trees and shrubs are obtained and planted correctly a high establishment rate

can be expected.
1. In exposed situations plant small plantations and/ or coppices and not individual
specimens here and there. These frequently fail due to exposure.
2. Plant in good top soil in a hole large enough to accommodate all the roots.
3. Do not plant too deeply and do ensure that the roots are spread out to their full extent with
some top soil worked around them.
4. Complete all planting during the tree's dormant season i.e. late autumn to early spring.
5. Firmly stake and tie all half and full standard trees.
6. Adequately firm the soil during replacement but do not over consolidate.
It should be appreciated that some maintenance is necessary until the trees and shrubs are
well established. Vegetation should not be allowed to smother the plants and occasional cutting of
long grass and weeds should be done. Alternatively the vegetation around the base of the trees
can be sprayed with a suitable chemical such as Paraquat/ Diquat using a special type of
sprayer.
Stakes and ties should be maintained in a satisfactory state and if there is danger of damage
done by wild life e.g. rabbits the plantations, coppices, or individual specimens should be
protected by a wire netting surround. Rabbit netting 42 in. wide, 18 gauge, 1'4 in. mesh should be
used. It should be fixed to stout stakes and the bottom 6 in . of the wire should be buried
horizontally below the turf surface.
-Reprinted from
Sports Turf Bulletin Vol. 196. No. 79

The Right Approach
... to Your Turf Problems

CHIPCO
WEED KILLERS • INSECTICIDES • FUNGICIDES

Specially f ormulatecl
for Turf Use
A BROAD LINE
Includes 25 pesticides for protection and improve·
ment of turf. High quality and effectiveness are
backed by over 50 years' experience in manufacturing weed 'killers and other products. Use CHIPCO
brand in your turf maintenance program!

A~k

YOtlR ~UPPt.IER OR

SEND FOR PRODUCTS BULLETINS

CHIPMAN CHEMICAL CO.
DEPT.

M,

BOUND

BROOK,

N. J.
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SEEDBEDS·SOD
TEES·GREENS
and FAIRWAYS
need the sustained feeding of NITROFORM® nitrogen
- a ureaform turf food that is long-lasting, nonbllrning, odorless, resists leaching, and builds a residual.
Available as granular free-flowing BLUE-CHlp® for mechanical spreaders and as sprayable POWDER BLUE•
for liquid application .
hen using balanced fertilizers,
look for the BLUE CHIP tag
on the bag to be sure that at
least one-hal.f of the Nitrogen
is from Niirqform .

.J&_ :~·:::~~'~"~"~AL CHEM IC AL S
H ERCULES
• • C:0" ~0"A,.-•D

SYNTHETICS DEPARTMENT
WILMINGTON, DE LAWARE 19899
STH67-13

Creeping Bent Stolons
(C-1 & C-19)

Windy Acre Farm
1361 Suffield St.

Suffield, Conn.

E. J. Pyle, Prop.

Nursery ideally located for
New England plantings
'Twenty years growing stolons
Original stock from R.I. Expt. Sta.

..

I

II

Address:

133 Chester St.

Hartford, Conn. 06114
Tel. 203 249-4059

MAGNESIUM
IN
LEE
LIME
GIVES
YOU

GREENER
GREENS
and

FAIRWAYS
Lee Lime supplies perfectly balanced quantities of
calcium and magnesium. The "miracle" element of
magnesium is necessary for the development of
chlorophyll, the green coloring matter in grass and
plants. Does your present liming program supply
magnesium?

marble

chips
in decorator white and
a blue-grey b I e n d.
They beautify and protect roofs, paths, driveways, ratios, borders
and f o w e r boxes.
Available in 25, 50 and
80 lb. bags, also in
bulk!

ROOFS GARDEN PATHS
fLOWE'R BEDS, PATIOS
DRIVEWAYS, TREE
TRENCHES

LEE LIME CORPORATION
DAVID P. DONNELLY
Turf Specialist
413 243-0053

LEE,
MASS.

WILLIAM KERSHLIS
Representative
Amherst, Mass.
413 253-2463

How Agway helps bring golf to you in living color

~---Agway

serves
golf course superintendents
everywhere in the Northeast
from the ground down.

Lynn Kellogg (right),
superintendent, Oak Hill C. C.,
Rochester, N.Y.,
and Agway's Bob Carson discuss
condition of the greens in
preparation for the 1968 U.S. Open.
Carson is an Agway specialist
in professional turf maintenance.

LJ
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HUMAN SAFETY in the use of AGRICULTURAL
CHEMICALS
by Irma West, M.D.

i

Anyone who applies, stores, transports,
disposes of, formulates, mixes, or manufactures
agricultural chemicals has assumed a particularly
important obligation with respect to the safety of
his operations. He must have a special knowledge,
adequate training, proper equipment, and sources
of technical help and information to call upon when
special problems or emergencies arise.
There are several fundamental "facts of life"
which should be understood at the outset by
persons responsible for safe use of agricultural
ch e micals . First, there are tremendous
differences in the degree and kind of hazard they
ay present to people. A number of chemicals are
of very little hazard , even w h e n m isused .
However, it is practically never safe to say any ar e
narmless. Pesticides for example, would not be of
much use if they did not have some adverse effect
o plant and animal life . T here are a fe w
a2Ticultural chemicals which are among the most
a ngerous materials ever used by ma n. Examples
are TEPP (tetraethyl pyrophosphate ), parathion,
Ph osdrin, Thimet ( phora te ), and Demeton
Systox ). Therefore, the prospective user must
d out before he buys or uses any chemical just
what the hazards are, and how to protect himself,
employees and the public. Furthermore, in
order to make an accurate estimate of the cost of
ing any chemical, the hazard must be known
beca use a sizeable part of the expense can be in the
ime, equipment and services necessary to assure
afety .
Second, it should be understood what the term
'hazard" means. It is not the same as toxicity
(poisoning ability) , although toxicity is often a
·ery important part of the overall hazard. The
azard is the summation of all the potentially
a r mful effects which could occur during a
particular use of a particular pesticide. There are
a nu mber of factors in addition to acute and
chronic toxicity which can contribute to the
azard. Among them are: (1) flammability, (2)
explosibility, (3) ability to cause chemical burns or
irrit a tion of the eyes (conjunctivities), skin
(dermatitis or rashes), and breathing passages
(i n clu ding chemical pneumonia), and less
· equently (4) ability to cause allergic responses
suc h as hives, hay fever, and asthma. Any
chemical can present one or more of these dangers
fro m a very mild to severe form.
F actors greatly increasing the hazard are (1)
the a bility of a substance to enter the body readily
hrough the intact skin, and (2) the ability to easily

emit vapor into the air (a liquid with high vapor
pressure or a gas). Any highly toxic chemical
which is a gas or a liquid with a relatively high
vapor pressure and which can easily be absorbed
through the skin is particularly hazardous to
humans. Examples are tetraethyl pyrophosphate
(TEPP ) and cyanide gas.
The third "fact of life" is that technical
information about health and safety in the use of
chemicals does not come from the same group of
experts who advise on how to use chemicals
effectively. The applicator, extension service man,
various field men, and the entomologist are among
those called upon to advise on the selection of a
pesticide to destroy a specific pest. The group
technically qualified to advise on health and safety
come from en t irel y different fields. They
are-in dustrial medicine, human toxicology,
industrial hygiene , public health and related
health fields. For advice on safety with respect to
wildlife , still another technical group must be
called upon, such as the biologist, the ecologist,
and the conservation expert. It is important to seek
advice from the group technically equipped to
provide it.
Experience has shown that more children
under five years die of accidental pesticide
poisoning than any other group of people, and that
arsenic and phosphate ester pesticides (such as
parathion and TEPP) are the most serious
offenders. Children will find almost anything that
is left accessible, and because of their small size
and increased susceptibility, it takes a very small
dose to be lethal.
Examples:
Case 1. A group of families with their children
were picking berries on a berry farm. They were
followed by a spray rig. On the spray rig was a fivegallon can of TEPP concentrate. A four-year old
girl put her finger in the can which her older
brother had opened. She died within twenty
minutes.
Case 2. A three-year-old boy was admitted to the
hospital in a serious condition. He had been
nauseated and vomiting during the previous night.
The child's shirt was found to be stained with an
oily substance. The child had been playing in a
shed on a ranch near where a container of
parathion, which had been left on a shelf seven
years before had spilled on the floor. The child
recovered.
The greatest number of poisoning deaths from
pesticides are the result of suicide. At least some of
these deaths could have been prevented if toxic
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pesticides had not been left within the reach of
emotionally upset persons. Persons who have a
history of attempted suicide or are emotionally
upset are not good candidates for employment in
any job where toxic chemicals are easily
available.
Of growing concern are the increasing number
of incidents where toxic pesticides are spilled
during transportation or storage, and neighboring
cargo such as food or clothing and bedding
becomes contaminated (see Table). IT CANNOT
BE EMPHASIZED TOO OFTEN THAT SPILLS
OF CONCENTRATES OF TOXIC CHEMICALS
WHEREVER THEY OCCUR ARE AN
EMERGENCY REQUIRING IMMEDIATE AND
EXPERT ATTENTION. The chemical or common
name of the chemical must be immediately
available in order to know what the hazard is , how
to decontaminate, and to inform the physician to
whom anyone is taken who has been exposed to the
spill. Each operation where toxic pesticides are
stored, transported or used should make advance
plans for exactly how to handle spills of each
chemical on the premises. (See chapters on Safe
Transportation and storage of Pesticides in "Safe
Use of Pesticides, " listed in the references at the
end of this paper.)
Another group at special risk where pesticides
are manufactured, formulated, transported,
stored, or applied are the workers, particularly
farm workers. In California, over half of the cases
of occupational disease from agricultural
chemicals occurs in the farm worker. Fatal
poisoning is fortunately not a frequent occurrence
but completely preventable deaths occur each
year. Parathion, Phosdrin, Demeton (Systox),
TEPP, methyl bromide, arsenic , paraquat and
ammonia have been the agricultural chemicals
involved in fatal cases among workers in
California. Most of the serious nonfatal cases were
attributed to the phosphate esters , parathion,
Phosdrirt, Thimet. (For further information see
Occupational Diseases in California Attributed to
Pesticides and Other Agricultural Chemicals ...
1965, listed with references at the end of this
paper.)
Example:
Case 3. Mr. X came to work for Mr. C. , a
California seed grower. Mr. X was handed a large
shaker of gray powder and told where to apply it.
The shaker of 10% phorate (Thimet) was not
labeled. The worker was not given any information
about the hazards involved in using this highly
toxic pesticide. He was not provided with
protective clothing, such as gloves, goggles , and
impervious coveralls, to prevent skin contact. He
was not provided with an approved, clean
respirator to prevent breathing the dust. He was
not provided with washing facilities so he could
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shower and change to clean clothing before going
home, thus avoiding bringing home contaminated
clothing which could endanger him and his family,
particularly young children. No one on this ranch
knew the proper first aid to administer when Mr. X
became ill. No pre-arrangements had been made
with a local physician so that poisoning would
receive prompt and adequate care. There was
considerable dealy in identifying the pesticide,
since there was no label on the shaker and the
original container could not be fou nd. Since
medical treatment for pesticide poisoning is quite
different depending on the particular material,
any delay in providing the physician with the name
of the pesticide can mean a serious delay in proper
treatment . This case of poisoning was entirely
unnecessary. It could have bee n so easily
prevented. No one comes equipped with the
knowledge he needs to use hazardous chem icals
safely. He must first be taught exactly what to do
and why. If the boss doesn't have the knowledge,
training, or equipment, he cannot pass it on to
others who work for him.
SUMMARY
BASIC RULES FOR SAFETY
A review of the serious to fatal agricultural
chemical poisoning cases reveal that one or more
of these basic safety rules were broken.
1. Before opening an y container of an
agricultural chemical , workers shoul d be
informed if there are risks to themselves and
others, and they should recei e instructions and
equipment for safe handling. READ THE LABEL
EACH TIME BEFORE USE.
2. Whenever ther e is a choice, th e less
hazardous chemical should be used and no more
than is necessary.
3. There sho uld be on-the -jo b safety
supervision. New employees and those not trained
in handling chemicals need cons ant supervision.
No one should work alone with a hazardous
chemical.
4. Pest control equipment should be of proper
design, well m aintained and regularly cleaned so
as to minimize spills or other pesticide exposure to
operators or maintenance personnel. The mouth .
should never be used to siphon. Cross-connections
or siphons which could contaminate wells and
water supplies should be avoided.
5. Washing facilities should be readily
available and any spills or splashes of chemicals
should be immediately washed from the skin and
the clothing changed. Hands should be washed
before smoking or eating. Lunches , drinking
water, and toba cco should be kept away from farm
chemicals. A shower followed by a change of
clothing after each day's work is mandatory. Work
clothes should be cleaned separately and not taken
home for laundering. Contaminated boots, tools or
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other items should not be taken home. They can be
a hazard to the family.
6. The employer should provide, maintain and
clean whatever protective clothing or equipment
gloves, respirators, etc.) is needed for safe work
with chemicals. Different pesticides may require
different kinds of protective equipment.
7. Special care is necessary in handling
concentrated pesticides. It is at this point that the
grea test hazards lie, particularly if the chemical is
oxic and readily absorbed through the skin. In the
ansferring of concentrates from drums, either
threaded taps or drum pumps should be used.
:Measuring and pouring from jars and cans is
asking for trouble.
8. Pesticides must be properly labeled and
tor ed in original containers. All toxic chemicals
should be stored separately under lock and key
away from foodstuffs, medicines, clothing, toys
and the like. They should never be stored in
containers which can be confused with food,
beverages or medicines. No pesticide containers,
empty or otherwise, should be left where children,
pet s, livestock, or irresponsible persons have
access. Empty containers should be burned, or
decontaminated and buried, preferably at an
authorized dump, right away.
9. Toxic chemicals or any items contaminated
by toxic chemicals must not be transported in
passenger sections of vehicles, nor with foodstuffs
or other commodities which could be a hazard if
contaminated in a spill.
10. Persons who have been accidentally
overexposed to a toxic chemical or have symptoms
of poisoning, should never operate an auto, truck,
aircraft or any other vehicle. They should be taken
promptly to the doctor. Plans for handling
emergencies must be made in advance with the
doctor. Medical supervision should be provided for
all work with hazardous materials.
11. Workers should know basic first aid for
chemical injuries as follows:
(a ) give mouth-to-mouth artificial respiration if
breathing has stopped, wash face and use
h andkerchief if face is contaminated; (b)
d econtaminate skin by washing, remove
contaminated clothing, use gloves; (c) if chemical
splashes in the eyes wash for 15 minutes with clean
wa ter; (d) if chemical swallowed and victim fully
conscious give water, induce vomiting by gagging
only if victim is conscious and no solvents or
corrosives are in the formulation; (3) take victim
to a physician or nearest emergency hospital as
soon as possible and bring the container and label.
REFERENCES ON AGRICULTURAL
CHEMICAL SAFETY
1. American Public Health Association: Safe
Use of Pesticides. 1740 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
10019, 1967-~ $3.00).

2. Bureau of Occupational Health, California
State Department of Public Health: Diagnosis and
Treatment of Phosphate Ester Pesticide Poisoning
-A Guide to Physicians, 1967. 2151 Berkeley Way,
Berkeley, California 94704.
3.
Methyl Bromide Poisoning,
1964.
4.
: Occupational Disease in
California Attributed to Pesticides and Other
Agricultural Chemicals, 1965.
5. National Agricultural Chemicals
Association : Decontamination and Disposal of
Empty Pesticide Containers. 1155 Fifteenth Street,
N.W., Washington, D. C. 20005, 1965.
6.
: Waste Disposal. 1155 Fifteenth
Street, N.W. , Washington, D. C. 20005, 1965.
7. United States Department of Agriculture
Research Service: Safe Disposal of Empty
Pesticide Containers and Surplus Pesticides. U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.,
1964.
8. Yeomans, A.H., et al: Respiratory Devices
for Protection Against Certain Pesticides. United
States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural
Research Service, Beltsville, Maryland 20705 Revised February 1966.
-Reprinted from
FLORIDA Turf Vol. 1, No. 6.

CLEARY PRODUCTS
FOR
BETTER TURF
"CLEARY'S MCPP" - For selective weed
control in Bentgrass Greens, kills knotweed,
chickweed, clover.
"PMAS" - Crabgrass & Disease Control.

75% Thiuram Fungicide.
Liquid Cadmium Fungicide.

"SPOTRETE" "CADDY" -

"PM-2, 4-D" - Weed control including Silvercrab.
"ALL-WET" - For hard to wet areas.
"METHAR" - DSMA in liquid or powder
form for crabgrass control.
"SUPER METHAR" - The "AMA" type
liquid for crabgrass control.
''THIMER" - A combination of mercury and
thiuram for crabgrass and disease control.
(Wettable powder)
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Temporary ,Soil
Sterilants
Temporary and no-residual soil sterilants are
most useful in turf, garden, plant-bed, greenhouse
and cropland areas to remove undesirable
vegetation where selective herbicides are not
available or cannot be used. They can be used to
temporarily prevent weed encroachment or to
eradicate spots or patches of perennial weeds such
as bermudagrass, quackgrass, nutsedge or
johnsongrass. Some of the temporary sterilants
are listed below with comments about each of
them.
METHYL BROMIDE
Trade name: Dowfume MC-2
Controls weed seeds, plants, and most harmful
fungi, nematodes and soil insects when used at 1 to
2 lbs per 100 sq ft of surface or per 100 cu ft of soil.
Plastic or other airtight cover required and it
should be supported by bagged straw or other
means to keep it off the ground to allow uniform
gas circulation. Contains 2% chloropicrin as a
warning agent since methyl bromide is a colorless
and nearly odorless toxic gas. Best results
obtained if soil temperature is above 60°F at 4-inch
depth. Vaporizing unit should be suitable for good
seed germination. Cover may be removed after 24
to 48 hours and seeding can be started after
another 48 hours. Fumigation and aeration time
should be increased if the temperature is lower
than 50-60°F.
WARNING: Methyl bromide should be applied
only by experienced persons.
(SMDC) (anhydrous)

sodium methyl

SOD FOR THE
PROF.ESSIONAL

MERION BLUE GRASS • MERION-FESCUE
C-1 : C-19

PENNCROSS

Mail Address:

FARMINGTON 5, 3-31-12
SIMSBURY 6-

0

0 0
"'

fi

BOX81
AVON, CONN.

ES

OIODES

dithiocarbamate

Trade names: Vapam, VPM
General purpose pre-plant soil fumigant for weeds,
nematodes and certain soil fungi and insects. Can
be applied on small areas with sprinkling can or
hose proportioner. Plastic cover may be used but
not required. Use 1to1% quarts of concentrate (4
lbs/ gal) per 100 sq ft. Soil should be moist when
treated. Immediately after application "seal" gas
in with water - 8 to 16 gal/ 100 sq. ft. When plastic
cover is used, use half the rate listed above and
water seal is not required. For field application use
thin injection shanks spaced 5 inches apart. Inject
fumigant 4 inches deep into good seedbed and roll
soil immediately. Light watering in field helps
prevent gas escape. Aerate or disc soil lightly 7 to
10 days after treating. Residual effect lasts about

PU'ITING GREEN SOD

•

UQUID & SOLUBLE FERTILIZERS

WITTING AGENTS
SINCE 1939
v

••

.,~~SE:~Nc
phone 373-1394
P.O. Box 267

MARIETIA, OHIO 45750
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21 days. At soil temperatures below 60°F allow at ·
least 30 days before planting.
(DMTr) - 3, 4-dimethyltetrahydro-1, 3, 5 (2H)
tbiadiazine-2-thione
Trade names: Mico-fume, Mylone
Soil fumigant used pre-plant to control most
w eeds , soil insects, fungi and nematodes.
Temporarily sterilizes soil for 14 to 20 days a bout 30 days if soil temperature is below 60°F or if
soil has been wet since treating. Use 5/ 8 to % lb
a ctive ingredient per 100 sq ft. Apply dry or as
water suspension. Mix thoroughly with top 5inches of soil and wet soil thoroughly after
application.

WARNING ! ! ! SOME OF THE ABOVE
CHEMICALS CAN BE VERY TOXIC IF
HANDLED IMPROPERLY. FOLLOW LABEL
DIRECTIONS AND PRECAUTIONS
EXPLICITLY ! Do not use soil fumigants or
sterilants in or near rootzones of desirable plants.
Reprinted from
THE AGRONOMIST - University of Maryland
Cooperative Extension Service. Vol. 5. No. 8 .

AQUA-GRO

CY AN AMIDE - calcium cyanamide
Trade names: Aero Cyanamide, Cyanamide,
Calcium Cyanamide
A granular or pulverized material primarily for
weeds. Incorporate with top 1to3 inches of soil at 5
to 8 lbs / 100 sq ft. Soil moisture activates
conversion to several intermediate products such
as hydrogen cyanamide and nitrite. These are the
most toxic to plants and germinating seeds.
Commercial cyanamide contains21%BN and about
40%calcium, both of which are available later for
plant use. If soil is dry at time of application a light
watering is helpful. Allow 3 to 4 weeks between
t reatment and planting.

QUALITY BLENDED WETTING AGENT

AQUA-T
LOW COST BLENDED WETTING AGENT

STOMA-SEAL
CHEMICAL CONTROL OF WILT

AQUA-GRO GRANULAR
CONVENIENCE OF APPLICATION
See Your Authorized Distributor

STEAM OR HEAT
In special cases such as greenhouses and pots,
steam can be used to sterilize soil. This m ethod is
limited by cost and practicality . Te mperatures
held at 212°F for 30 minutes will kill almost all
living organisms in the soil.

SHEPARD

SOD CO., INC.

EAST WINDSOR HILL, CONN.

l
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Environmental Influence on Bentgrass Treated
with Silvex
by Lloyd M. Callahan, Ralph E. Engel, and Richard D. Ilnicki
Abstract. Colonial bentgrass (Agrostis tenuis SibthJ
and creeping bentgrass (Agrostis pa!ustris Huds)
exhibited the most tolerance to Yi, l, lYi, and 3
lb/ A of 2-(2.4.5-trichlorophenoxy) propionic acid
and a low pH medium. Injury from treatments was
slight to moderate when applied from early to midspring, severe when made from late spring to
early summer, and very severe when made from
late summer to early fall. Sil vex appeared to cause
the most injury at the 1 and lYi lb/ A rates. Injury
was much less from the lower rate of Yi lb/ A. Root
fructosan concentrations decreased with
increasing rates under cool temperatures and
increased with increasing rates under high
temperatures. Bentgrass appeared to tolerate
silvex treatments better under low available
moisture conditions than under high moisture
levels.
INTRODUCTION
Safety of the phenoxy herbicides to certain
turfgrasses has caused increased concern in
recent years. Turfgrasses exhibit variable degrees
of tolerance or susceptibility to phenoxy
compounds. Two such turfgrass species which are
considered very sensitive to phenoxy herbicides
are Colonial bentgrass (A grostis tenuis Sibth) and
creeping bentgrass Agrostis palustris Huds). Both
species are commonly used for turf purposes . The
phenoxy herbicide 2-(2 ,4,5-trichlorrphenoxy)
propionic acid (silvex has gained common
acceptance in turfgrass weed control. This zuxintype compound will either stimulate or inhibit
plant growth.
Temperature, light, pH, and the physiological
condition of the plant prior to and following a
phenoxy treatment have been considered
important factors influencing the activity of
phenoxy compounds. In general , phenoxy
absorption into plant foliage increases, within
physiological limits, with increasing temperatures
Cl, 6, 9). The translocation of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) intensity (16). The
kinds and amounts of ions taken up by plant roots
may be influenced indirectly by pH (7). The
alteration of the nutritional status of the plant may
result in a changed metabolism and growth, thus
altering the sensitivity of the plant to phenoxy
he~bi cides . The response of plants following 2,4-D
treatment indicates that phenoxy effectiveness is
greater at an acid pH than at higher pH levels (11) .
Most plants undergo a period of maximum
susceptibility to phenoxy herbicides . The
commonly susceptible period usually is the early
seedling stage (8) . As plants mature, they appear
to become less sensitive. Schmidt (12) reported a
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Tab le I. Foliage injury of Colonial bentgrass grown in the green h ouse under three moisture le\"els follow ing treatm ent with
silvex .•
Foliage inj ury rati ngsb
\It. ttb a:fta U'('.3 tmcn t

Sil vex
lb/ A

Y oismrc
Ind

. ... .. .. . .. .

;

~

Hi_

4

7
7
7

~

Low

Hi

1)1 .... . . ... . .

~

--

~

7
7
7

7
7
7

1

8
8
8

Low
•Aver ages of t.h:rec: rcgiicali...,._
bJ nj u r y r ati ngs: l = DO

•1

= =plctc kill.

a osan concentrations, root
greater under low mois-

Sil vex

lb / A

D ry .,.-rights
H

0 . . .. .. . . ... 117
1 . .. .. . . .. . . 29
1)1 ... . . ·. . .. 12

R oot coun ts

~1

L

H

M

L

11 9
31
42

JH

162
52
53

248
124
138

321
152
189

-4 "

'>3

• Ave r ages of th.rct: rcp1ic::aJ:im:s

bH = high, M = me.di

20% reduction in
· o pring seedlings
of bentgrass occ
eeks of age and
younger from trea
e amine salt of 2,4D. Also , all ages of ~U l iC:..J.
seedlings treated in
the fall were criticall_- ·
ed.

5 .

in plants trea ted with
pheno xy herbicides can be correl a t ed with
increasing temper a tures according to Hewitt and
Curtis (4). This emperature influence combined
with phenoxy applica ·ons could accelera te plant
weight losses and carl:>Oh ·drate depletion at a
critical rate.
In grasses, the true osans account for the
greatest part of he wa er-soluble carbohydrates
and is the constituent most likely to fluctuate in
concentrations a t different seasons (14). Weinman
and Reinhold (15) sta te that fructo sans constitute
the principal carbohydrate in colonial bentgrass.
They report that the fruct osan content in the roots
of bentgra ss generally increased during fall and
winter, probably due to slowing and even cessation
of aboveground plant growth. Thus , phenoxy
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effects on root development and food reserves
suggest serious plant responses may occur from
phenoxy herbicide treatments.
This study was conducted to determine the
effects of silvex on bentgrass grown under various
env ironmental influences. The specific
environmental factors studied were the influence
of temperature, day length, and pH on silvex
action, the influence of soil moisture level on
bentgrass response to silvex, and the effects of
season and stage of growth and development of
bentgrass to silvex treatments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Colonial and creeping bentgrass were treated
with J'2, 1, 17'2, and 3 lb/ A of propylene glycol butyl
ether esters of silvex at various stages of growth
and under several environmental invluences.
Tests were conducted on outdoor turf, in a growth
c hamber with solution cultures, and
under greenhouse conditions with solution and soil
cultures.
Treatments of the foliage of bentgrass plugs
and seedlings used in solution and soil cultures
were made with an endless conveyer-belt spray
table of the type described by Shaw and Swanson
(13). A hand-pump compression sprayer with a
pressure gauge was used for treating out-door turf
plots.
Prior to foliage treatments of the solution
culture tests, the roots of all the seedlings were
excised 3.5 cm below their crowns to permit
accurate measurements and analysis of new
growth. Root fructosan concentrations of all
treated and nontreated plants were determined by
the procedure reported by McRary and Slattery
(10) and expressed as milligrams per gram dry
weight.
The general experimental design followed
throughout these investigations was a completely
randomized factorial. All tests included three
replicates.
Growth chamber tests with varied temperature, light, and pH

Colonial bentgr·a ss seedlings, 10 weeks of age,
were treated with several rates of silvex and
m aintained in complete nutrient solution in a
growth chamber with alternate temperatures of
either 75 or 97 or 50 to 60 F. The solution cultures
were tested at two pH levels. When a solution was
p H 4.8 was desired, monobasic potassium
phosphate was used. For a pH 7.0, dibasic
pot assium phosphate was used. The solution
cultures were changed twice daily for the 20-day
test period. Each pH level was evaluated under
short and long-day conditions.
The seedlings for each test were germinated
and grown in sand cultures in the greenhouse
under conditions similar to those to be tested in the
growth chamber.
Test of soil moisture influence on phenoxy action. Colonial
bentgrass plugs, 4 in in diam grown outdoors, were

Table J. Foliage injury of :yj·in colonial bentgrass turf followi ng
treatments with silvex at five periods throughout the season.•
Foliage injury ratingsb
Weeks after treatment

Tr('atment Sil vex
d a te
lb / A

Au g. 25,
196 1

1

~

1~

3
O ct. I ,
1961

1

~

1~

3
Apr. 4 ,
1962

1

3

4

10

12

24

36

48

2
4
4
5

4
6
7
8

4
7
8
9

3
6
7
9

2
4
5
8

2
4
5
8

2
4
5
8

2
4
5
7

2
3
4
6

1
3
3
4

1
2
2
2

1
2
3
3

3
4
5
6

3
4
6
7

3
4
6
7

2
2
4
6

2
2
4
6

1
2
2

1
1
2
2

1
1
1
2

1
1
1
2

1
2
2·
3

1
2
2
3

1
1
2
2

~

1~

3
June I,
1962

1

~

1~

3
July 20,
1962

1

~

1~

3

I

2
3
4
5

2
3
4
5

2
4
5
6

2
3
3
5

2
2
2
3

1
2
2
2

1
2
2
2.

1
2
2
2

1
2
2
3

2
6
6
7

2
6
6
7

2
6
6
6

2
4
4
5

1
3
3
3

1
2
2
2

1
1
2
2

1
1
2
2

•A""e:rages o f thl"ee replications.
bfajUT}- ra ti ngs : 1 = no visib le injury; 10 = com plete ki ll.

T abk /. P lant counts o f live Colonial bentgrass in plots following
crea.11nents with silvex at five periods throughout the season.•
Treatment dates

Sih-cx
lb/ A

Au ~.

25,
1961

0 .......... .

Oct. 1,
196 1

Apr. 4,
1962

June 1,
1962

Jul y 20,
1962

13
10
14
5
12

27
26
15
23
25

40
34
23
18
21

38
34
26
16
10

24
25
16
H
II

H ........ ..
lH ..... ....

!. ..........

3 ...........

• Plant counu are a'\·e:rages o f 180 co unts for three repli cations.
• Plant ODUDt> nconied />{arch 24, 1964.

Table 5. Root dr)• weights (mg), fructosan concentrations (mg/g dry
""'1), and root lengths (an) of creeping bentgrass following excisions of sod- plugs at vario us intervals after the silvex treatment.•
F irst excisio n
(r oots in n uuie nt solutio n)
Sih·cx
lbs/ A

Dry
wei g hts

Fructosan

Length

Second excisio n
(r oots in soil)h
Dr y
weights

2 Weeksc

0 .... .. .. .. .
~

.... ......

!. .. ..... .. .

1~ .. .... .. .
3 .. .. ..

21
5
2
7
1

4
5
4
4
16

lH ...... . ..
3 .... ..

22
2
2
1
0

5
7
5
8
122

3
1

12
4
3
1
0

8
7
4
3
2

15
6
4
1
0

9
7
4
3
2

17
7
5
2
0

10
8
5
3
3

20
12
3
3

8
5
4

6
6
5
15
101

H .. .. . .. ...

!. ........ ..
1~

3 ...

23
7
2
2
0

6
4
8
14
75

5
5
5
25
216

~

........ ..

1 ....... ....
l~ ... .... ..
3 .. .........
•All

30
4
2
1
0

5
6
4
18
52

18
13
12
9
6

14 Weeks
6
6
5
7
80

\

8 Weeks
0 .. ........ .

18
12
11
8
3

12 Weeks

6 Weeks

0 ........ . ..

Length

10 Wee ks

4 Weeks

0 .... .... ...
~ .. ..... . ..
1 .... .. .. .. .

Fruc tosa n

ti

19
15
15
13
11

16 Weeks
'

1
5
8
5
72

20
15
15
13
13

sod-plu~s

were tre ated wi th silvex April 21 , 1963.
weebk~o:ft~~uR;s:r:x~isio':it.rient solution were tr ansplanted to soil a nd · grown for 8
0

Weeks after treatment.

cut back to 1 in in depth and mounted on top of a
soil mixture in 1-qt cans. The mechanical analysis
of the prepared woil was 54% sand, 32% silt, and
14% clay.
All the containers were filled with 1240 g of the
soil mixture, leaving about % in between the soil
surface and the top of the cans. Each can of soil
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best in a nutrient solution of pH 4.8 with long days
then was saturated with water and allowed to air
at both the high and low temperatures.
dry, three separate tim_es. The cans were
Soil moisture responses. Treatments of 1and1¥2 lb/ A
saturated with water again, covered, and allowed
of silvex on colonial bentgrass truf grown at three
to stand for 2 days. The weight of water remaining
soil moisture levels produced little variation in
was determined, and considered equal to field
foliage response (Table 1). These rates generally
capacity.
Bentgrass plugs of uniform size and recorded
caused moderate to severe burn from high to low
weight were mounted on top of the soil in the
moisture levels, respectively.
separate cans. The combined weight of each can
The root dry weights, fructosan
was checked twice per day. Each time the
concentrations, root lengths, and root numbers
moisture level in a separate set of cans dropped
were greater under low moisture than under
below field capacity, or to either Y2 or % field
medium or high moisture levels, regardless of
capacity for 8 weeks following silvex applications.
silvex treatments (Table 2). Root length showed a
Five days after the plugs had been transplanted
gradual increase, while the average number of
into the soil, silvex treatments of 1or1 Yilb/ A were
roots showed a sharp increase with decreasing
made.
moisture level. Root length appeared more closely
Season of phenoxy treatment on turf. Colonial bentgrass
correlated to moisture level than to silvex rate.
turf maintained at %-in mowing height was treated
The 1 lb/ A rate of silvex appeared to reduce the
with Y2, 1, 1 Y2, or 3 lb/ A of silvex August 25 and
number of roots more than 1 ~ lb/ A. Compared
October 1, 1961, and applied on 2 by 12 ft sub-plots
with those receiving no silvex, however, both rates
randomized within each replication. Plant counts
caused very high reductions.
were taken in each sub-plot with a 10-point
The non-trea ted pl an t s suggested that a
quadrate and are based on 60 counts per plot. Plant
correlation seems to exist between root dry weight
counts were recorded for colonial bentgrass.
and fructosan content (Table 2). Dry weights and
Tests on bentgrass recovery from phenoxy treatment and root
fructosan concentrations of roots of silvex-treated
pruning. This test was designed to determine the
plants tended to increase with decreasing moisture
recovery of bentgrass at several root excision
level. They appeared to increase gradually from
intervals following an initial silvex treatment.
high to medium moisture and increased sharply
Creeping bentgrass plugs 2 by 2 in. in diam
from medium to low moisture. P lants grown with
were treated with silvex April 21, 1963, and roots
high soil moisture showed the greatest decrease in
were excised from a different set at 2, 4, 6, and 8
root dry weights when treated with 1 ~ lb/ A of
weeks following treatment. The plugs were
silvex. With medium and low moisture, those plant
maintained in aerated solution cultures during the
cultures treated with 1 lb/ A showed the most
first root excision intervals in the greenhouse.
reduction. The 1¥2 lb/ A rate seemed to cause the
The plugs remaining after each root excision
greatest reduction of fructos an a t all three
were transplanted to soil in plastic pots.
moisture levels. Increases in dry weights and
The extent of root growth following the first
fructosan content of roots appea r ed highly
series of time-spaced root excisions after the
correlated to decreases in moisture le el.
initial silvex treatment was determined. Each set
The trends observed here tend to indicat e that
of plugs was maintained in soil for 8 weeks
silvex rates and moisture level are not highly
following each of the first series of root excisions.
dependent upon each other in producing their
effects
on bentgrass. These results agree with the
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
by Erickson and Gault (3) that plants
findings
Temperature, day length. and pH responses: Rootgrowth of
grown
with
very low available soil moisture are
colonial bentgrass grown in the growth chamber
much
less
susceptible
to auxin herbicides than
showed greater injury with high temperatures
plants
with
adequate
moisture
for normal growth.
than with low temperatures (Figure 1). The most
Seasonal responses. Seasonal treatments of colonial
detrimental silvex rates under high temperatures
bentgrass turf with several rates of silvex sho.w
appeared to be 1 through 3 lb/ A. These rates
appeared most severe on plants grown at pH 4.8
grass responses that appear to correlate with
and long-day conditions.
temperatures and stage of plant growth.
In general, silvex injury to bentgrass roots
Foliage injury of bentgrass from treatments
under low temperatures seemed to be greater
applied April 4, 1962, showed slight burn only from
the 3 lb/ A raM. Silvex treatments applied June 1,
from 1 Y2 and 3 lb/ A (Figure 1). The severity of
injury generally followed the trend of increasing
1962, caused much greater short-term burn than
with increasing rates. High rates caused most
the April treatments. Summer treatments of silvex t.
severe injury at pH 4.8 and short-day conditions.
at the 1 through 3 lb/ A rates applied July 20, 1962 ,
Bentgrass appeared to exhibit the most tolerance
were severe. Foliage responses following August
to silvex when grown under cool temperatures, a
25, 1961, applications caused the most severe burn.
Injury was slight to moderate at the ¥2, and low to
long photoperiod, and a low pH medium.
highly severe at the 1 through 3 lb/ A rates. Injury
The bentgrass plants receiving no silvex grew
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Fig ure J. Length of root growth from silvex treatments on JO-week old Colonial bentgrass seedlings grown in nutrient cultures under
various en vironmental conditions.

from treatments at this season persisted for well
over a year. The bentgrass turf also received
severe injury from the 3 lb/ A treatment applied
October 1, 1961. Injury, however, was not as severe
nor did it persist as long as that caused from the
August treatments (Table3).
Plant counts of colonial bentgrass for the five
treatment dates recorded March 24, 1964, (Table 4)
showed the highest percentage of live bentgrass
occurring in spring and summer treated plots. The
greatest bentgrass reduction occurred in plots
tr eated in late summer to early fall. The lowest
number of plants appeared to occur in the plots
treated with the 1 through 3 lb/ A rates of silvex for
most of the treatment dates.
Recovery of bentgrass when roots were exicsed at various

Recovery of bentgrass
roots, under greenhouse conditions when roots
were excised at several intervals after silvex
treatments April 21, 1963, showed little difference
between root responses to corresponding silvex
r ates at the first excision intervals (Table 5). A
second series of root excisions, 8 weeks following
the first, indicated that root removals at shorter
intervals gave greater plant injury. Root length
development showed a sharp decrease with
increasing silvex rate after the period following
the second root excisions.
Root dry weights showed a marked decrease
with increasing silvex rate for all excision
intervals. The most critical decrease appeared to
occur with treatments of 1, l~, and 3 lb/ A (Table

intervals after silvex treatment.

5).

Fructosan concentration in the roots generally
increa sed with increasing silvex rate. The
fruct osan contents were very high with 3 lb/ A of
sil ex. These high concentrations are indicative of
sudden inhibition of plant metabolic processes
fro m silvex treatments which could prevent
depletion (Table 5).
In general, those investigations into the effects
of silvex on bentgrass grown under various
environmental influences indicate that injury to
'the treated foliage was generally mild. The results
further indicate that a direct correlation cannot be
made between severity of foliage burn and
intensity of root injury. The lack of foliage injury
suggests that the plants can hide subtly the critical
responses of the roots to the silvex treatments.
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sod
production
by F1oyd ffilliker
If you're thinking about growing sod as a sideline,

forget it. Sod growing is lucrative, but takes very
special requirements including the right soil, good
geographic location, and heaps of capital.
THE POPULARITY of "instant lawns" has
rocketed Michigan's sod growing industry from
1,000 acres in 1955 to over 22,000 acres last year.
But this 2,000 percent growth, while making
Michigan the nation's number one sod growing
state, doesn't guarantee "instant money" to the
growers. James Beard, Michigan State University
crop scientist, points out that only certain
geographic areas and certain selected soils, can
even be considered for sod growing on a sound
economic basis. In addition, the grower must
invest in specialized equipment which cannot be
written off on other crops .
Ted Bosgraaf, president of Blue-Grass Sod
Farms, Inc., near Hudsonville, in the southwestern
corner of Michigan, explains something about
geographic necessity, "We've got 280 acres in sod
now. Geographically, we fill orders from the
Indiana border to the Straits of Mackinac.
Actually, we find over 80 percent of our business is
close by, in the small area covered by Grand
Rapids, Holland, Muskegon, and Grand Haven,
maybe 60 miles at the most any one way. You can't
store sod. It has to be cut fresh, delivered fresh,
and put down fresh, not more than 1 day later. You
have to be located pretty close to your market."
Prof. Beard states that Michigan sod growers
are all within 12 hours trucking time from a
population concentration.
Soil for sod
Soil site selection is vital. Ted Bosgraff uses a
muck soil which his family has also cultivated
successfully for onion growing. Michigan State
research confirms that organic soils are
advantageous for sod. They usually have smooth,

o

ri ms to
fit wagons

earb r roads
whne it
er gro wers
construct gravel roads a interYals across their
fields.
Organic soils are also more likely o contain
undecomp osed woody roots. These m ust be
removed during seedbed pre paration because soil
used for sod must be absolut ely free of stones,
gravel , stumps , logs, or any ma terial which may
interfere with tilla ge and harvesting ope rations.
An addi tional problem with muck soil is that
more time mus t be spent on installing irrigation
facilities and growing windbreaks to lessen
blowing durin_g the establishment period .
Mineral soils are recommended for sodding
athletic fields , golf greens, and tees, which account
for a large part of the sod market. In these uses,
the type of play involved often results in a cleavage
plane between the sod and the existing soil,
making it desirable to have the two as much alike
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as possible. This places a disadvantage on muck
soil. Over 40 per cent of the sod now grown in
Michigan is produced on mineral soils primarily
by growers having relatively small operations,
usually in the vicinity of large population centers.
The biggest drawback of growing sod on
mi neral soils seems to be the 18-month
development period, and the smaller payload that
is possible because the sod is heavier than sod
from organic soils.
Goodbye topsoil
Soil selection and preparation is similar for
both mineral and organic soils. The depth of the
effective surface layer is important because each
harvest removes a thin layer of soil. The total
number of crops possible from any one field are
governed by the initial depth of the surface soil, the
c haracter of the subsoil, the management
practices used to improve the subsoil and thus
deepen the surfa~e layer, and the depths of drains,
ditc hes , and the water table or the possibilities of
effectively lowering the water table for future
production.
The choice of grass seed is dictated by market
demand. Ted Bosgraaf uses a mixture of Merion
and either Delta or Park bluegraas, on a one to one
basis. Michigan State recommends mixtures
si milar to these, but points out that other
bluegrasses are similar to Merion in sunlight and
soil requirements and do not require the higher
levels of management. In the cooler climates, in
shaded areas or on soils with a high sand content ,
red fescue or a mixture of red fescue and Kentucky
bl uegrass is recommended. A necessary
characteristic of all grasses planted is that the root
stock, or rhizomes , must compact the soil with the
grass surface, so it will not break when cut.
The best time for seeding is between August 15
and September 15. This takes advantage of the
us ual rainfall in this period and avoids the
competition of numerous annual broadleaved
weeds and weedy grasses which are most serious
with spring seeding. The rate of seeding, according
to Michigan State, can run as low as 20 pounds an
ac re. On their organic soil, the Bosgraafs use
about 55 pounds an acre.
A Brillion grass seeder is widely used in
Michigan for seeding large acreages of sod ;
however, seed can be sown with cyclone or wheelbarrow type grass seeders , The seed should be
broadcast on the surface and then firmed with a
cultipacker or similar covering apparatus that
fi rms the seedbed but doesn 't bury the seed too
deeply. Seed should be in the upper 0.25 to 0.05 inch
of the soil surface.
To achieve maximum rate of maturity, MSU
recommends that each grower follow a regular soil
tes ting program for determination of pH and
available phosphorus and potassium. If the soil is
strongly acid, below pH 5.5, it should be limed to
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raise the pH above 5.5 for organic soils and 6.0 for
mineral soils. They recommend either pulverized
or finely ground limestone.
For weed control, a recommended practice,
such as the Bosgraafs use, is a selective weed
killer, chosen according to the kinds of weeds
being brought under control. This should be
applied three or four times during the summer.
Mow, mow, mow
Once the turfgrass is growing and reaches a
height of about 4 inches, regular mowing begins. It
should be mowed at least every second day, or
even every day, until harvest.
Sod is ready for harvesting when it has knitted
sufficiently to permit handling without tearing.
Sod planted in mid-August can sometimes be
harvested as early as mid-June of the following
year, depending on growing conditions.
Blue-Grass Sod Farms uses equipment similar
to that recommended by MSU. Two men work
together, operating a cutter and a roller. The
cutter goes first with a horizontal blade beneath
the soil, and a vertical blade to cut the turf in
strips. The cutter leaves the strips 6-feet long by 18
inches wide, with a thickness of turf other than
grass from one-fourth inch to one-half inch. The
roller follows close behind, rolling the turf into
compact round bundles and leaving it piled behind
the machines. Two men can cut and roll 700 yards
a n hour this way. A crew then picks up the bundles
of sod and stacks them carefully on wooden
pallets , 50 yards to a pallet. It is delivered
palletized to the customer.
Ted Bosgraaf estimates their sales run 60
percent residential and 40 percent commercial.
They do not sell directly to homes, but through
landscape companies. Their cutting schedule for
all sales must be closely integrated with delivery
schedules during harvesting, to achieve the
earliest delivery.
While being cautious on the disadvantages
involved in switching from food to sod production,
Prof. Beard is very enthusiastic about sod as an
income crop in Michigan for growers who can
meet the necessary conditions. He points out that
the 22,000 acres of sod-producing land in Michigan
yielded an average price of between 27 to 30 cents
per square yard, or a gross per acre of somewhere
between $1,200 to $1,500 in 1967. He feels this is
quite high a return per acre as compared to that
from some crops grown in Michigan. This is not
land actually being removed from food production,
as it can be returned to food at a later date if
desirable. He goes on to say, "Our figures indicate
that the sod industry in Michigan totals some $30
million in gross returns to the grower. If you
consider all phases, including growing, shipping,
and laying, the industry totals nearly $90 million
per year."
- Reprinted from
CROPS and SOIL S Magazine, Vol. 2 7, No. 7
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This
past
spring the
Golf
Course
Superintendents Association of America initiated a
public relations program. A Chicago firm was
hired to raise the image of the superintendent in
today's turf industry. We here at the University of
Massachusetts are optimistic about the goals of
this program, for we believe it is much needed.
One of the main functions of this public
relations push was to put into the limelight the
superintendent of the golf courses where the
P.G.A. tour played. It was hoped that by means of
the press and other news media the public could be
educated concerning the problems of the
superintendent. Pictures and an article about the
superintendent were released to the national wire
services; and interviews with the superintendent
were arranged at television and radio studios.
Up to the present time, this program has been
the best means of educating the American public
on the problems of a golf course superintendent.
However, the efficiency of this public relations
program leaves much to be desired. The
newspapers, more often than not, failed to publish
the articles and, when they did, the article merited
only an obscure corner where it went unnoticed.
The television and radio interviews, when used,
were normally aired on the late, late news
broadcast, long after the majority of the public had
retired.
A more efficient way of introducing the
superintendent would be at the tournament itself.
The superintendent could then comment on the
actual conditions of the course along with the playby-play broadcast of the tournament. In this way,
the announcers would obtain a professional
description of playing conditions.
Normally, during the presentation ceremonies
after a tournament, the board of directors, the
president of the club, and the members are
bestowed with the credit for the con di ti on of the
course.
Wouldn't it be refreshing to see a
superintendent receive the honor he deserves
during this ceremony?
THE EDITOR

PHOSPHORUS STUDY
Phosphorous mobility in soil and its uptake by
Kentucky bluegrass and creeping bentgrass is
being investigated by workers at the University of
Massachusetts.
To date the results of the project, sponsored by
The Massachusetts Golf Association, are
inconclusive.

Join Your Massachusetts
Turf And Lawn
Grass Council
For more information write:

Mass. Turf and Lawn Grass Council
attn.: Dr. Joseph Troll
RFD # 2, Hadley, Mas.5. 01035

or
George Moore, President MTLGC
l295 State S ., Springfield, Mass.

The Massachuse s Turf and Lawn Grass Council is a non-profit corporation. Its officers derive no
benefits except the satisfaction of keeping Massachusetts and its neighbors first in turf. It was founded
on the principle of ''Better Turf Through Research
and Education." We must support our University to
accomplish this, and we can with a large and strong
Turf Council.
Membership is not restricted to Massachusetts
residents or turf professionals alone, all are welcome
to take part. Write today.

Our advertisers' contributions help make it possible for us to give you interesting issues of TURF
BULLETIN. We shall appreciate your mentioning to them that you saw their advertising in our columns.

